NOTES ON CHAPTER I	57
 32.	In the Log (op. cit. f. Ov)  it is stated that  " A  Cow  or
Beefe " might be bought for $(>, " a hogg " for $2, and goats for
$J each ;  " other things wee gott for knifes and clouts."
 33.	By " 3d black ribbin," Marshall probably means " ribbon
at 3d per yard,"
 34.	Domestic animals were introduced in the Cape Verde Islands
by the Portuguese.
 35.	The Log also speaks highly of the treatment accorded to
the visitors by " the Capt. More/' that is, the chief or head of the
settlement (Port, mor, chief, principal).
 36.	On the 12th April a Consultation was held on the Loyall
Merchant at which the " Companys Factors " were present, and
it was decided to wait for the Diligencet which had just arrived and
which needed some repairs (Log, op. cit. f. 7).    The fleet sailed
from Santiago on the i3th April.
 37.	Crozicrs,   an  obsolete  term   for the  constellation  of the
Southern Cross.    On Marshall's statement Mr.  Kaye remarks :
" The three chief stars are «, f3> y Crucis.    Marshall seems to
imply that if two of these stars have the same altitude, then one
of them will be duo south.    As far as one can gather from his
diagram, d = u, but a is within the Milky Way, and his remark
about the black cloud would hardly apply, and & = /:?.    His data
are very vague.    The declination of a Crucis is now  — 62° 39'
approximately.f'
 38.	Part of the entry in the Log (flarl. MS. 4252, f, 13) for 29th
June, 1668, is as follows :   "It being Calme heave[d] the Leade,
but noe ground at 208 fathom last night, and alsoe this day noone,
although the water seemed to change."
 39.	The Unicorn anchored at Mauritius on the 3Oth July, 1668
(Log, op. cit. 1 16).    Marshall has nothing to say regarding the
voyage from the Cape to that island.
 40.	Marshall underestimates the size of the Island, which is
36 m. long and about 23m. broad,    The reason why Capt. Harman
was compelled to make Mauritius a port of call on the outward
voyage was because the Black amore and Madrass Merchant, who
had rejoined the  Unicorn on the 2ist June, after having been
forced by contrary winds to the coast of Brazil, insisted that it
was necessary for them to refresh their men.    The remainder of
the fleet had disappeared from sight for some time.
 41.	Compare Peter Mundy's description (1638) of the ebony
trees   (JDiospyros   ebenum)   at  Mauritius   (Travels,   ed.   Temple,
Hi. 349).

